MOBILE SOLUTION

TRIMBLE FIELDMASTER LOGS

THE EASY ROAD
TO COMPLIANCE

Managing an organization that operates a fleet of vehicles can mean complying with strict Department of Transportation (DOT)
Hours of Service (HOS) regulations. If an audit uncovers inconsistencies and inaccuracies in your driver logs, the result could be
a hefty fine. Trimble FieldMaster Logs allows field service fleets to easily and accurately comply with federal hours of service
regulations and vehicle inspection requirements through advanced electronic logging technology.
When fleet operators are non-compliant with HOS regulations, often it’s because of errors or incomplete record keeping. HOS
violations are frequently the result of how drivers enter information into their logs or inaccurate reporting of duty status. Drivers
spend long hours in the field and sometimes don’t update logs in a timely manner, and relying on their memory to complete the
logs can mean inaccurate or illegible entries, leading to violations and fines.
With FieldMaster Logs, drivers don’t have to worry about reporting hours inaccurately or rushing to log them at the last minute.
FieldMaster Logs comes pre-installed on an easy-to-access in-cab tablet and automatically updates duty status changes to improve record
keeping accuracy and compliance in real time. Fleet managers don’t have to sift through handwritten pages to get traceable, auditable
electronic records on the driver’s duty record. It is up-to-date at all times for a more effective, safer, more compliant fleet

KEY FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS

Real-time electronic record keeping of HOS/DVIR activities

Reduce errors by automating entry of duty time

Support for FMCSA 395.15 standards for monitoring
Hours of Service

Improves operations with increased back office visibility

Support for FMCSA 395.16 standards for driver vehicle
inspection record keeping
Automatic calculation of driver availability based on
assigned rules
Easy access to drivers’ duty status and driving history
Record storage in compliance with FMCSA requirements
Driver alerts to warn of possible violations
Advanced DVIR capability to confirm vehicle inspections

LEARN MORE

www.trimble.com/fsm

Increases productivity by eliminating time-consuming manual logs
Increases profitability by mitigating non-compliance fines and penalties
Reduces audits with on-demand driving data and 6 months of
archived reports
Increases accuracy with electronic filing
Accelerates and simplifies inspection for compliance officials
Provides peace of mind knowing compliance regulations have been met
Delivers best-in-class user experience for logging hours of service

MOBILE SOLUTION

DID YOU KNOW?...

14.8%
40.6%

*

of HOS violations are the result of how
drivers enter information into their logs

*

of violations are due to inaccurate
reporting of duty status

FieldMaster Logs also makes it easy to complete driver vehicle inspection reports (DVIR), which ensure
vehicles are safe to operate and compliant with strict Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
(FMCSA) regulations. The DVIR tool quickly walks drivers through a checklist before taking the vehicle
on the road to ensure tires, brakes, mirrors and other vehicle parts are functioning properly.
Dispatchers and managers get real-time visibility into driver availability, duty, status and vehicle
inspections. When needed, they can run reports with easy-to-navigate graphs that provide full
transparency into how much time your drivers and vehicles are spending on the road. In addition,
Trimble FieldMaster Logs alerts you to possible violations and errors from driver inputs, as well as
providing audit controls to edit and delete duty status changes.
Moreover, FieldMaster Logs enhances productivity by eliminating the tedious manual paperwork that
bogs down drivers when they should be doing the work they are paid to do.
Trimble customers have reported significant productivity increases of thousands of additional hours a
year through electronic logging which means that in addition to peace of mind, FieldMaster Logs can
help you save money and improve the bottom line.

TAKE A LOOK

LEARN MORE
For more information about Trimble FieldMaster Logs
please contact your account manager or sales representative,
email fsminfo@trimble.com or visit www.trimble.com/fsm
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